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Background

• Challenge: To make research results and past experiences in uplands 
resource management available to field workers, students and others. 

• Proposed solution: Develop process to produce materials which could 
1. provide a menu of choices for those working in the uplands 

2. Bring key actors together to produce joint materials on a continual basis 
(NAFRI, NAFES, NUOL).



What is the sourcebook

• 72 articles on best practices, methods 
& tools in Uplands A&NRM

• Balance of concepts, frameworks, 
principles, approaches, strategies as 
well as technology options.

• Build on existing knowledge, proven 
and field-tested ideas

• Condensed from other sources:
• Articles are shortened to draw attention 

to the key messages

• “Science is simplified and broken into 
easily understood information

• Articles are richly illustrated and 
attractively desktop published.
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Diversity of Contributions 
and topics

• More than 20 organizations 
contributed articles

• A range of topics:

• Uplands Policies

• Food security

• Land management practices

• Marketing approaches   

• Farming Systems 

• Livestock & fisheries

• Forestry 

• Cross-cutting issues 



Artwork brings out key 
messages and concepts



How used

• Sourcebook used for following 
purposes:

• Developing posters for 
community based learning 
extension

• Design of projects

• Inspiration for implementation by 
projects and NGOs 

• Case studies and learning to 
supplement curriculum at NUOL 
faculties and Pakseuang college 

• Teaching english at Vientiane 
College 



Use in Teaching/learning

• Sourcebook is a complementary resource for 
teaching

• Provides contextual case studies, methods, 
tools and good practices to complement more 
theory based curricula 

• Used by teachers to help provide examples and 
learning



Lessons learned 

• This sourcebook served as prototype both for deriving 
secondary products as well as how research-extension-
education collaboration can be done in the future.

• Contributed to better coordination with NAFES-NAFRI and 
develop of user centered materials.

• SCV/CA project used similar ideas 

• Co-design a bit lacking in the type of product – should have 
had earlier discussions with NUOL and NAFES on types of 
products that could be produced 

• Wealth of secondary materials to repackage 
• Number of experiences not documented previously demonstrate 

possibility to use writing workshop for next “sourcebook”

• Did no M&E/impact assessment of the Sourcebook 


